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ABSTRACT
Recently, an electronic sealed-bid auction using cryptography techniques has
been proposed. An electronic sealed-bid auction is a type of electronic auctions. The
aim of an auction including an electronic sealed-bid auction is to decide the price of
goods fairly. So, the decision method of the price on goods in an electronic auction is
very important scheme. In this paper, we propose the electronic sealed-bid auction
with efficient communication complexity using a tournament opening-method. A
tournament game method is used to decide the winner in sports game. We apply a
tournament game to the decision of the winning price. That is, an auctioneer plays a
role as a referee, and the bidding price takes part in a tournament game. In our scheme,
a tournament opening-method plays a role as mix-net anonymous channel. Our
e-auction scheme can keep anonymity and security of all bidders including the winner,
and get more efficient communication complexity than other schemes
[OM00][AS02-2].
Keyword: Sealed-bid auction, Mix-net anonymous channel, Security, Privacy,
Cryptography
1. INTRODUCTION
1) Motivation
An auction is a kind of trade for special goods which have not a fixed price. In real
world, a various type auctions have been enforced for decision of price. Recently,
many e-auctions using cryptography techniques have been proposed. Generally,
E-auction is divided by three types. One is an English auction scheme (including
Dutch auction), another is a first-price sealed-bid auction scheme, and the other is a
second-price sealed-bid auction scheme. In the English auction scheme, seeing the
bidding price, a bidder repeatedly places a bid in real time. After the bidding time is
over, the bidding price is decided as the highest price. During bidding, all bidders can
see the bidding price in the English auction. In case of a first-price sealed-bid auction,
it needs only the highest price and a bidder should not know the bidding price of other
bidder. The method of a second-price sealed-bid auction is the same with that of a

first-price sealed-bid auction. But, the winner in a second-price sealed-bid auction
gets a good in the second highest price.
In this paper, we concentrate on the first-price sealed-bid auction scheme. In case of
e-auction, it needs only one result such as the highest price or the lowest price. It
should keep security on the winning price as well as loosing prices. It is very
important scheme to decide the price of goods in e-auction. The scheme of the price
decision has an influence on the communication and computation complexity. In this
paper, we propose e-auction with efficient communication complexity using a
tournament opening-method.
2) Related works
There are many schemes for sealed-bid auction. Kikuchi, Harkavy and Tygar
proposed the method that deals with tie-breaking in sealed-bid auctions [KHT98].
Omote and Miyaji proposed sealed-bid action with binary trees which is emphasized
efficiency and entertainment [OM00] [OM01]. Naor, Pinkas and Sumner introduced a
sealed-bid auction that uses two-server auction system in order to ensure privacy and
correctness [NPS 99]. Juels and Szydlo improved the scheme of [NPS99] in aspect of
the amount of computation and communication [JS02]. Baudron and Stern proposed a
sealed-bid auction based on circuit evaluation using homomorphic encryption [BS01].
Abe and Suzuki proposed M+1-st price auction using homomorphic encryption
[AS02-1]. Lee, Kim and Ma proposed public auction with one-time registration and
public verifiability [LKM01]. Abe and Suzuki [AS02] proposed the first receipt-free
scheme for e-auction. Chen, Lee and Kim proposed electronic auction schemes with
receipt-freeness using homomorphic encryption [CLK03].
3) Our results
Many e-auction schemes have been proposed for secure and convenient auction. The
goal of e-auction is to decide the price goods. So, the scheme of the price decision is
very important scheme in e-auction, because the scheme of the price decision can
affect the communication and computation complexity. In case of first-price
sealed-bid auction, the winner is the bidder who bids the highest price. To be efficient
e-auction, it needs the efficient opening method. In this paper, we concentrate on the
efficient opening method for e-auction. Also, our scheme can keep the security of the
winner as well as loosing bidders. To satisfy the above scheme, we apply a
tournament game to the decision of the winning price. In conclusion, our e-auction
scheme has 2O(m) in communication complexity, while [OM00] has 5O(m), and
[AS02-2] has 3O(m)+ O(b) as Table 1. Also, the used tournament in our e-auction
scheme plays a role as mix-net anonymous channel. In our e-auction scheme, an
auctioneer plays a role as a referee, and the bidding price takes part in a tournament
game. A bidder does not know who is a referee on his own bidding price. So, a bidder
can keep anonymity and security.
Table 1 Comparison of communication complexity
Volume
Our scheme
[OM00]
[AS02-2]

2O(m)
5O(m)
3O(m)+ O(b)
( m: the number of bidding prices, b: the number of bidders)

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce preliminaries for our
e-auction scheme. We propose e-auction scheme using a tournament opening-method
in Section 3. We prove security on the proposed e-auction in Section 4. We compare
the communication complexity of our protocol to other schemes in Section 5. In
Section 6, we conclude the paper.
2. PRELIMINARY
1) Homomorphic encryption VS. Tournament method
 Homomorphic encryption for opening stage
In this section, we explain the price decision using homomorphic encryption for
e-auction. Let M 1 and M 2 denote a plaintext, and Z denotes a homomorphic
encryption function, the following equation holds.
Z(M1) × Z(M 2 ) = Z(M1 + M 2 )
Because homomorphic encryption has the computational easiness, it used to counting
or opening of e-voting and e-auction [HS00][AS02-1][CLK03].
But, homomorphic encryption uses with ZKIP (Zero Knowledge Interactive Protocol)
to confirm the security of a key or a random number. Therefore, the computation and
communication complexity of e-auction based on homomorphic encryption are
increased in opening stage. Table 2 shows the computational complexity of [CLK03]
scheme based on homomorphic encryption.
Table 2 Computational complexity in homomorphic encryption
Volume
One bidder
Seller

n encryptions and proofs
mn verifications and proofs
at most 2mn multiplications, n decryptions and
A and AI
verifications
( n: the number of bidding prices, m: the number of bidders, A : Auctioneers,
AI : Auction issuer)
 Tournament method
Usually, a tournament method is used to decide the winner in sports game, and is a
kind of binary tree structure. In case of binary tree structure, bidding points are 2k, and
then k is the size of the representation of bids.
In [OM00], Omote and Miyaji proposed e-auction using binary trees. But, their
scheme is not a tournament method. In their scheme, a bidder generates a bid vector
Mi as follows.
Mi =[class 1, class 2, ⋯, class k, IDi]
The bid vector Mi consists of the value expressing 0 or 1 in each class. If the class1
value of all bidders is 1, all bidders go to class 2. That is, class 1 is a tie. The number
of bidding price does not decrease in class 1. But our scheme using a tournament
method is different from [OM00]. In each class of binary trees, an auctioneer
compares with bidding prices. So, the number of bidding prices is decreased by half in
class 1. Table 3 shows the computational complexity of our scheme.
Table 3 Computational complexity in our scheme
Volume
n bidder
Bidding (games)

n encryptions
(n-1) verifications(games)

opening

1 decryption for winner

2) Requirements of sealed-bid auction
In this section, we explain the following requirements for sealed-bid auction
[KHT98][OM00][LKM01].
Privacy of bid : No bid is revealed to anyone except the winner and the winning bid.
Proof of winner : Everyone can verify the winner and the winning price which are
decided correctly.
Non-repudiation : The winner cannot repudiate his/her bidding at the winning price.
Accountability of bidder : Any auctioneer can verify that bidders follow a protocol to
cast their bids.
Bid Security : Nobody can forge (falsify) and tap a bid.
Robustness : Even if a bidder sends an invalid bid, the auction process is unaffected.
3) Our mix-net anonymous channel by a tournament method

Figure 1 Anonymous channel of mix-type by a tournament method
The aim of e-auction is to decide goods as the highest price (or the lowest price).
After a bidder bids, everyone does not know a flow of a tournament game. Moreover,
a bidder price is mixed in the first tournament game. During a tournament game in
order to decide the price, a bidder does not know the progressing of a tournament
game. Also, a bidder does not know ‘who is a referee on his own bidding price’.
Figure 1 shows anonymous channel of mix-net type by a tournament method. After
our tournament game is over, the winner is decided only by a bidding price, and the
last auctioneer decrypts the encrypted bidder’s ID in order to publish the winner.
3. PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION
1) Overview
There are mainly three entities in our auction as follows.
- Auctioneer ( Ai ): They decide the winner in each level of a tournament
opening-method, and play a role as a referee.
- Bidder ( B k j ): They want to buy the special goods.
- Bulletin Board ( BB ): Everyone can see the content of BB and can not
erase/modify it.
Figure 2 shows the tournament method of our scheme and is divided two types by the
number of bidder. That is, one is that the number of bidder is an even number, and the

other is an odd number. In case of an odd number, it can be happened an unearned win.
In sports games (e.g. soccer, baseball and so on) using a tournament method, the team
which has an unearned win is lucky. But, it has not good luck in e-auction. In case of
sports games using a tournament method, the number of game has an influence on
victory or defeat. But, the number of game is not related in e-auction.
2) Proposed sealed-bid auction
 Notations
Notations are defined as follows.
- A k i : An auctioneer ( i is the number of auctioneer, where i = j / 2 . k is a level of
tournament)
- B j : A bidder ( j is the number of bidder)
- { p k i ( 1 ), q k i ( 1 ), d k i ( 1 )}, { p k i ( 2 ), q k i ( 2 ), d k i ( 2 )} : Two private-key pairs of auctioneer
Ak i

- { e k i ( 1 ), N k i ( 1 )}, { e k i ( 2 ), N k i ( 2 )} : Two public-key pairs of the auctioneer A k i
( p k i , q k i : large random primes, N k i = p k i q k i , φ k i = ( p k i − 1 )( q k i − 1 ) ,
e k i d k i = 1 mod φ k i )
- p j , q j , d j : Private-key of the last auctioneer A k 1 to encrypt a bidder’s ID
- e j , N j : Public-key of the last auctioneer A k 1 to decrypt a bidder’s ID
- r k i : a random number of an auctioneer A k i
- l j : Bidding price of bidder B j
- CB k i : The encrypted bidding price by the public key of the auctioneer A k i
- Z i : The encrypted bidder’s ID by the public key of the last auctioneer A k 1
- || : Concatenation
Each auctioneer has two public-key pairs and two private-key pairs because each
auctioneer decides two bidding prices as following Table 4.
Table 4 Two public-key pairs and private-key pairs of each auctioneer.
Auctioneer
1 -level

A11

…

1

A

i

Keys

…

Keys
Private
-key (1)

pk1 (1), qk1 (1),
d k1 (1)

Public
-key (1)

e k 1 (1), N k 1 (1)

…

Private
-key (2)

pk1(2),qk1(2),
dk1(2)

Public
-key (2)

ek1(2), N k1(2)

Private
-key (1)

p11 (1), q11 (1),
d 11 (1)

…

Public
-key (1)

e11 (1), N 11 (1)

…

Private
-key (2)

p11 (2),q11 (2),
d11 (2)

Public
-key (2)

e11 (2), N11 (2)

A

…

…

…
…

Private
-key (1)

p1i (1), q1i (1),
d 1i (1)

…

Public
-key (1)

e1i (1), N 1i (1)

…

Private
-key (2)

p1i (2),q1i (2),
d1i (2)

…

e1i ( 2), N 1i ( 2)

…

Public
-key (2)

Auctioneer
k -level

k

1

Figure 2 The tournament structure of our protocol for electronic sealed-bid auction
 Decision of the highest price
Let { A t i | i = 1,2,..., a and t = 1,2,..., k} be auctioneers and { B j | j = 1 ,2 ,..., b } be bidder. In
order to make public the winner and the winning price, anyone should know the
relation of the winner and the winning price. The last auctioneer Ak 1 ( k -level) plays
the role that publishes the winner and the winning price. Others auctioneers except the
last auctioneer Ak 1 don’t know the relation of the winner and the winning price
during bidding. The detailed procedure is as follows.
- Bidder B j receives public key from the last auctioneer Ak 1 .
-

Bidder generates one’s ID ID j and encrypts ID j with the public key of the last

auctioneer.
- Bidder decides his/her bidding price l j .
- Auctioneer A1 i { i = 1,...,a } ( 1 -level) compares each two bidding prices and decides
the winner.
But, Auctioneer A1 i ( 1 -level) can not know bidder’s ID because bidder’s ID is

encrypted by the last auctioneer Ak 1 ( k -level).
- Auctioneer A1 i generates a random number r 1 i and encrypts the winner data with
a random number r 1 i .
- As increasing the auctioneer’s level, it is iterated such as the above procedure till
k -level of Ak 1 .
 Mix-net anonymous channel using a tournament method
The encryption procedure of auctioneers is as follows.
- 1 -level : Auctioneers is from A 1 1 to A 1 i , the number of i is j /2, where j is the
number of bidder. Each auctioneer generates two private-key pairs and public-key
pairs for encrypting bidder’s price.
- 2-level : Auctioneers is from A 2 1 to A 2 i / 2 . Each auctioneer generates two
private-key pairs and public-key pairs for auctioneer of 1 -level.
- From 3-level to k-1 -level : In each level, auctioneer is decreased to 2 k − t . Each
auctioneer in each level generates two private-key pairs and public-key pairs for
auctioneers of the lower level.
- k -level : The last auctioneer A k 1 decides the winner and the winning price.
Each bidding price should be checked by auctioneer of each level. The highest price is
flown till the last auctioneer of k -level. During the highest price flows, the highest
price is checked k -time. That is, if one of k auctioneers is trust, nobody knows the
relation of the bidder and the bidding price during bidding. This is mix-net
anonymous channel.
3) Procedure
 Registration step
- Bidder B j generates one’s ID ID j .
-

Bidder B j receives the public key < e j , N j > from the last auctioneer Ak 1 and

encrypts ID j as follows.
Z j = ID j e j mod N j

 Bidding step
- Bidder B j decides his/her bidding price l j
 Opening step
The first game (by 1-level auctioneers)
- Bidder B j receives the public-key e 1 i ( 1 ), N 1 i ( 1 ) of the auctioneer A 1 i .
-

Bidder B j encrypts his/her bidding price l j as follows.
1
CB 1 i = ( l j || Z j ) e i ( 1 ) mod N 1 i ( 1 )

-

Bidder B j sends CB 1 i to Bulletin Board BB .

Auctioneers A1 i of 1-level get CB 1 i from BB and decrypt CB 1 i . But,
auctioneers A1 i of 1-level can not know the bidder’s ID.
- Auctioneers A1 i of 1-level check the bidding price as Table 5. The boxed variable
represents winners of the l-level game in Table 5.

Table 5
Auctioneers of
l-level
The encrypted
bidding price
Winners of
1-level

The checked bidding prices by auctioneers A1 i of 1-level.
A11

l1

A1 2

l2
l2

l3

…
l4

l3

…

A 1 i −1

l i −3

…

li − 2

A1 i

li −1

li − 2

li
li

- For winners of 1-level, the checked auctioneer generates a random number r 1 i .
- Auctioneer A1 i for winners in 1-level encrypts with r 1 i and the public-key
e 2 i ( 1 ), N 2 i ( 1 ) of the auctioneer A 2 i / 2 .
2
CB 2 i = ( r 1 i || l j || Z j )e i ( 1 ) mod N 2 i ( 1 )

- Auctioneer A1 i of 1-level sends CB 2 i to Bulletin Board BB .
- If two bidding prices ( l j , l' j ) are same, auctioneer A1 i encrypts as follows.
2
CB 2 i = ( r 1 i || l' j || Z' j || l j || Z j ) e i ( 1 ) mod N 2 i ( 1 )

The second game (by 2-level auctioneers)
Auctioneers A 2 i of 2-level get CB 2 i from BB and decrypt CB 2 i . But,
Auctioneers A 2 i of 2-level also can not know the bidder’s ID.
- Auctioneers A 2 i of 2-level check the bidding price and decides winners as 1-level
- For winners of 2-level, the checked auctioneer generates a random number r 2 i .
- Auctioneer A 2 i for winners in 2-level encrypts with r 2 i and the public-key
e 3 i ( 1 ), N 3 i ( 1 ) of the auctioneer A 3 i .
3
CB 3 i = ( r 2 i || l j || Z j ) e i ( 1 ) mod N 3 i ( 1 )

- Auctioneer A 2 i of 2-level sends CB 3 i to Bulletin Board BB .
From 3-level to k-1 -level (by 3-level - k-1 -level auctioneers)
- Auctioneers ( A3 i − Ak −1 i ) from 3-level to k-1 –level compute as the first and the
second games.
The last game ( by k –level auctioneer)
- The last auctioneer A k 1 decides the highest price, and decrypt Z j
-

The last auctioneer announces the winner and the winning price.
4. SECURITY ON THE PROPOSED E-AUCTION

Our scheme satisfies the following requirements for electronic sealed-bid auction.
Privacy of bid : Our scheme provides mix-net anonymous channel using a
tournament. Mix-net anonymous channel provides the privacy of bid. A bidder does
not know that his/her own bidding price is lost in any bidding point. Also, if one of
participating auctioneers is trust, our scheme provides privacy which nobody knows
the relation of the winner and the winning price.
Proof of winner : During bidding, auctioneers except the last auctioneer can not
know a bidder’s ID, because bidder’s ID is encrypted by the public-key <ej,Nj >of the
last auctioneer. For proof of winner, the participated auctioneers can verify their

random numbers. Moreover, to prevent the cheated bidding price by the last
auctioneer, auctioneers which take part in games of the winner can verify whether the
highest price is changed or not.
Non-repudiation : The bidding price is encrypted by all auctioneers. The encrypted
bidding price is sent to bulletin board. If a bidder denies one’s bidding price, we can
confirm the bidding price from the encrypted bidding price of bulletin board.
More-over, to prevent the fabrication of the bidding price by participated auctioneers,
we can verify the bidding price using the encrypted bidding price by the participated
auctioneers.
Accountability of bidder : Each auctioneer know two bidding prices that take part in
tournament game. After the bidding time is over, a bidder can verify his/her own
game.
Bid security : It keeps bid security by the participating auctioneers using tournament
opening-method.
Robustness : Even if a bidder sends an invalid bid, our auction process is unaffected.
5.

COMMUNICATION COMPLEXITY

Table 6 shows communication complexities of [OM00], [AS02-2] and our scheme.
The number of auctioneers Ai , bidders B j and bidding prices is a, b, m respectively.
Also, the number of center and bulletin board is each 1. ↔ means both-direction
communication, → means one-way direction., and B j ⇒ Ai means the one-way
untappable channel from B j to Ai .
Table 6 The communication complexity
Phase
Pattern
Round
Volume
Bidding
Bj → C
b
O(m)
(a random number)

[OM00]

Bidding (a bid)

Bj → C

b

O(m)

Bidding (a bid vector)

Bj → C

b

O(m)

Opening (key)

Bj → C

b

O(m)

Opening (price)

Bj → C

b

O(m)

Bidding (commit)

B j → BB

b

O(m)

B j , Ai ↔ BB

3b

O(m)

b×a

O(m)

Bidding (Proof)
[AS02-2]

Bidding (Secret Share)

B j ⇒ Ai

Opening

Ai ↔ BB

a×m

O(b)

Our

Registration (ID)

B j → Ai

b

O(m)

scheme

Bidding/Opening

B j → BB

b × (b/2) ×
(b/4) ×…

O(m)

6. CONCLUSIONS
In e-auction, it is very important how to use the price decision for the winner. The
problem of the price decision has an influence on efficiency of communication and
computation complexity in e-auction. In this paper, we concentrate on the efficiency
of e-auction in aspect of communication and computation complexity. For efficiency
of e-auction, we use tournament opening–method. Also, the tournament
opening-method can play a role as mix-net anonymous channel. So, our scheme can
keep anonymity and security on the winner as well as loosing bidders. Moreover, the
used tournament opening-method contributes to be decreased the computation and
communication complexity.
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